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Presents 

RSS Syndication Mindmap 
 
Package content: 
2 page RSS Syndication Pdf 
1 page RSS Mindmap 
 
 
RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication.  Essentially RSS is a standard 
technology used by a huge bulk of websites to send out updates.  Example:  
Everytime new content is added to your site, the RSS Feed will be updated.  
These updates will be seen by the RSS Aggregators. 
 
A RSS Feed allows readers to follow a feed from the websites they choose 
directly into their browsers, without actually having to visit the site itself. It is 
super easy to subscribe to an RSS Feed.  Simply click on the RSS icon on the 
page to sign up and the RSS Feed will be added to your RSS Reader (google 
reader is a popular one).  The RSS Reader will then regularly check for updates 
from the site and any new update will directly download into the user's RSS 
Reader.  This means RSS Feeds provides the convenience of viewing content 
immediately without having to manually check for updates on each site.   
 
The brilliant aspect of RSS Feeds is the additional link juice it can provide when 
submitted to a RSS Aggregators.  An RSS Aggregator is a program that browses 
or automatically check numerous RSS Feeds for new items/content on an 
ongoing basis.  Since the RSS Aggregator is checking and updating for new 
content from your  RSS Feed the byproduct of the interaction are:   

1. It can prompt the google spiders to find the content of your website AND 
the content built on web 2.0 properties faster. 

2. Index your urls/pages faster. 
3. Provides a 2nd tier of links to the links already built.. 

 
Go to the Mindmap and follow the steps. 
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Below are short explanations for each step in the Mind map: 
 
Step 1: Grab the RSS feed from your site. 
Your website will usually have a RSS feed. 
If there is no feed or you have a list of links/urls create a RSS feed.  Select one of 
the sites on the mindmap.  My favorite is hostmyrss.com. 
 
Step 2: Ping the RSS Feed 
Use 1 of the 4 options on the mindmap. 
 
Step 3:  Submit RSS Feed to RSS Aggregators 
Submit to as many as possible on that list.   
Two sources to find additional RSS Aggregators to submit your fRSS eed to. 
 
Step 4:  Submit RSS Feed to Feedburner 
Feedburner is owned by google.  This is a little extra step to make sure the RSS 
Feed gets in front of google. 
 
Step 5: Social Bookmark the Rss Feed 
You can go to each site (twitter, facebook, jumptags, etc) one by one or use one 
of the 5 sites listed. 
 
There are software can take the RSS feed and repost it.  I have never used any. I 
submit it by hand usually. 
 
I hope this information has been helpful.  Please come back to my site and leave 
some feedback or comments. 
 
:)Sylvia 
http://www.sylviaunlimited.com 
 
 
 
Disclaimer:  This is my personal method.  No promises of any results.  This is a 
sharing of information and is current per my research and opinions at this time    
Links and sites shared are accurate at this time. 
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if your site already has an rss feed grab the url
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step4: feedburner juice

bulkping.com/free-rss-submit-online/index.php

ping-o-matic.com

step1: submit rss to feedburner

http://www.imtalk.org/cmps_index.php?pageid=IMT-RSS-Submitter

step3: submit rss feed to rss aggregators

pingfm.com

bulkping.com/rss-feed-generator-creator/index.php
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find more aggregators

feedage.com

step3: ping feedburner url

http://blogulate.com/content/compiled-list-of-rss-directories/

feedraider.com

socialadr.com
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hostmyrss.com

sign up at website to receive future mindmaps
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rssfeedreader.com

step1: grab rss feed url

step3: submit feedburner url to rss aggregator
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step5: Social bookmark rss feed
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